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Abstract: Wheel flats induce high-impact loads with relevance for the safety of the vehicle in
operation as they can contribute to broken axles, hot axle boxes, and damaged rolling bearings and
wheels. The high loads also induce damage in the track components such as rails and sleepers.
Although this subject has been studied numerically and experimentally over the last few years, the
wheel flat problem has focused on ballasted tracks, and there is a need to understand the phenomena
also for slab tracks. In this research, a numerical approach was used to show the effects of the
wheel flats with different geometric configurations on the dynamic behavior of a classical ballasted
track and a continuous slab track. Several wheel flat geometries and different vehicle speeds were
considered. The nonlinear Hertzian contact model was used because of the high dynamic variation
of the interaction of the load between the vehicle and the rail. The results evidenced that, for the
same traffic conditions, the dynamic force was higher on the slab track than on the ballasted one,
contrary to the maximum vertical displacement, which was higher on the ballasted track due to the
track differences regarding the stiffness and frequency response. The results are useful for railway
managers who wish to monitor track deterioration under the regulatory limits.

Keywords: railway dynamics; wheel flats; vehicle–track interaction; ballasted track; slab track

1. Introduction

Railway tracks can be categorized into ballasted and ballastless or slab systems.
Ballasted tracks are composed of rails supported by sleepers that are placed over a ballast
layer. The rails are connected to the sleepers by fastening systems. The pads, together with
the ballast, the sub-ballast layers, and the foundation, provide elasticity to the system.

Regarding slab track systems, the International Union of Railways [1] considers seven
different families:

1. Systems without punctual fastening of the rail;
2. Systems with punctual fastening of the rail and independent stretches of rail;
3. Systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers incorporated into the structure

by infill concrete;
4. Systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers incorporated into the structure

by vibration;
5. Systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers laid and anchored on a

supporting structure;
6. Systems with punctual fastening of the rail on sleepers separated from the supporting

structure by a resilient level;
7. Systems with punctual fastening of the rail on prefabricated slabs.

Slab track systems may be interesting for high-speed and heavy traffic lines. In Europe,
one of the most used slab systems is Rheda 2000, a continuous track, which belongs to
the third family. Due to this reason, in this research, a continuous slab track system was
studied.
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Wheel flats are the most typical type of wheel defects during long-term train operation.
These defects induce high-impact loads on the railway infrastructure, which causes signifi-
cant damage to both vehicles and tracks, such as broken axles, hot axle boxes, damaged
rolling bearings, and cracks on the wheels, the rails, and the sleepers. Furthermore, high
levels of noise and excessive vibration are generated by this type of wheel defect. Wheel
flats are mainly due to anomalous wear of the wheel due to sudden braking or due to
insufficient adhesion force between the wheel and the rail [2].

Although this subject has been studied both numerically and experimentally over the
last few years by several researchers, the wheel flat problem remains of current interest
because the vehicle speed is increasing, contributing for higher dynamic loads (due to speed
and irregularities) on the tracks. Furthermore, there are limited studies on the effect of
wheel flats on slab tracks. Wheel flats induce high-impact loads, which should be controlled
and limited to maximize the life of the system. In recent years, many different methods for
measuring in situ wheel defects have been proposed. For instance, Shim et al. [3] tested
two vibration signal processing methods for the detection and diagnosis of wheel flats:
the cepstrum analysis method combined with order analysis and the cross-correlation
analysis method combined with order analysis. Mosleh et al. [4] concluded that the
envelope spectrum analysis is a capable tool and a cost-effective method that can be used
to detect wheel flats along with the flat impact frequency for different train speeds in
real-world conditions. Mosleh et al. [5] ran a 3D numerical simulation of the train track
dynamic response to the presence of wheel flats to identify the type of sensors that can
be adopted in wayside wheel flat detection, but this study focused only on ballasted
tracks. The EU-funded MAXBE Project (http://www.maxbeproject.eu/, accessed on
July 2021), which focused on detecting wheel flats and axle bearing failure modes at an
early stage [6], also presented relevant methodologies for wayside and on-board vehicle
monitoring. To detect and diagnose wheel defects, the problem has to be fully understood
both experimentally and numerically. The most relevant and recent contributions to the
wheel flat problem [7–19] focused on ballasted tracks, and studies on slab track systems
are lacking.

The main objective of this paper was to study and compare the effects of wheel flats
with different geometrical configurations on the dynamic behavior of both ballasted and
slab systems through a numerical approach. To fulfill this objective, numerical studies
were performed in the 2D time domain. The scenarios in terms of vehicle speed and flat
geometry were considered exceptional, thus not occurring in common situations, as this
was a numerical study. For that reason, there were no real measurements corresponding to
the analyzed scenarios for the validation of these critical scenarios. However, prior to this
study, the numerical models used were previously calibrated and validated for other traffic
conditions, which gave us confidence about the obtained results.

2. Dynamic Models for Coupled Vehicle–Track Systems

In this section, a review of 2D track and vehicle models for time domain calculations
is described, as well as the wheel–rail interaction model. A 2D model was used because,
for the numerical type of analysis to be performed, a 3D model would lead to a very high
computation and time consumption.

2.1. Track Model
2.1.1. Ballasted Track

A ballasted rail track is composed of the rails, pads, sleepers, ballast, and sub-ballast
placed on a foundation. In the 2D calculations, the rail was modeled by Euler–Bernoulli
beam elements discretely supported on sleepers. The Timoshenko beam element may
also be used, but according to several studies, this type of element does not influence the
track response for the frequency range of the analysis. In the present study, the pad placed
between the rail and the sleeper was represented by a spring in parallel with a dashpot with
linear behavior, which is a simplified approach, as pads and granular materials present

http://www.maxbeproject.eu/
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nonlinear material behavior. This nonlinearity was not contemplated in this research,
because combining the material nonlinearity with the dynamic calculations increases the
complexity of the problem, and it is very time consuming. The sleepers, usually spaced
on ballasted tracks at 0.60 m, were simulated by punctual masses. In 2D ballasted tracks
models, the granular materials may be represented by discrete or continuous models.
Discrete modeling has been adopted by several authors such as [20–23], among others.
Continuous models of the granular layers are defined by finite plane stress elements to
simulate the longitudinal continuity of the layers. This approach was used by [24–28]. In
the present research, the continuous model as presented in Figure 1 was used, because the
continuity of granular layers plays an important role in the dynamic behavior of the track.

e

kp

m

cp

Hb

Hsb sub-ballast 

ballast 

sleeper

pad 

rail

 foundation kf cf

E, I, mr

E, 

E, 

Figure 1. Track model with continuous modeling of the granular layers.

In Figure 1, as well as in the whole paper, the parameters are: E, elasticity modulus;
I, the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the rail; ν, Poisson ratio; At, area of the
cross-section of the rail; mr, mass of the rail per meter; kp, stiffness of the pad; cp, damping
of the pad; m, sleepers’ mass; e, spacing between consecutive sleepers; hb, thickness of
the ballast layer; hsb, thickness of the sub-ballast layer; kf, stiffness of the foundation; cf,
damping of the foundation.

2.1.2. Slab Track

The continuous slab track under analysis consisted basically of a rigid bearing concrete
structure, with the appropriate thickness and width, placed on a cement-treated base. The
structure comprised fastening systems, whose primary function was to fix the rail into the
right geometrical position. The track elasticity was essentially provided by the pads, which
were the elastic elements of the system and were placed between the rail and the slab.

In Figure 2, a 2D model for this type of track is presented. The symbology is similar to
the one presented on p. 3 plus: ρ, density; h1, the thickness of the slab; h2, the thickness of
the cement-treated base; L, the width of the cement-treated base.
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Figure 2. Track model of continuous slab systems.

With regard to the type of elements, the foundation was defined by a set of springs in
parallel with dashpots, uniformly distributed without any longitudinal interaction. The
cement-treated base layer and the concrete slab were modeled by eight-node plane-stress el-
ements. The sleepers were simulated as punctual masses. The pads were discrete elements,
and their mechanical behavior was characterized by a spring and a damper in parallel.
With regard to the rail, this component was defined by Euler–Bernoulli beam elements.

2.2. Vehicle Model

Supposing the load to be symmetrically distributed on the two rails, a quarter bogie
model, as the one indicated in Figure 3, may be used to evaluate the dynamic load on
the tracks and the corresponding track response. This vehicle model was defined by the
wheel set and the bogie masses (m1 and m2, respectively) and by the primary suspension
represented by a linear spring (K1) in parallel with a dashpot (c1). In this study, the wheel
set was considered to be rigid, which was a simplification, because more sophisticated
vehicle models that consider the flexural modes of the wheel set would provide greater
complexity to the calculations that already consider the nonlinear contact between the
wheel and the rail. The nonlinear contact stiffness is represented by CH .

CH

wheelset

contact

suspension
primary

bogie

K 1 , c 1

m
2

m
1

x2

x
1

Figure 3. Quarter bogie model.

Two degrees of freedom were considered in this model: the vertical displacements
of the wheel set (x1) and the bogie (x2). More complex models such as the half bogie
model or the half vehicle model in 2D analysis or a 3D vehicle model should be used when
evaluating passenger comfort and vehicle vibrations [29].

2.3. Wheel Flat Modeling

The most common defects of vehicle wheels are corrugation and flats. The first one is
more or less a regular phenomena, and it may be characterized by sinusoidal expressions
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or by Fourier series. With regard to the second defect, flats with no wear at the corner
edges, i.e., a newly formed defect, consist of a geometric chord on the circumference of the
wheel. Newly formed or fresh flats appear as a result of wheel-locking due to brake action.

For flats with no wear or rounded corners, the depth of the defect d can be related to
its length l and the wheel radius r, as expressed by Equation (1). By solving this equation
for d, the flat depth can be evaluated by Equation (2).

r2 = (r− d)2 + (
l
2
)2 (1)

d =
d2

2r
+

l2

8r
= d ≈ l2

8r
(2)

disregarding d2, since d is a very small value.
For the geometrical definition of wheel flats with no wear, Wu and Thompson [10]

proposed Equation (3).

x ≈ d− 1
2r

(z− l
2
)2 if 0 ≤ z ≤ l (3)

where r is the radius of the wheel; l, the length of the flat; d, the depth of the flat.
However, in real situations, as the wheels of the train are subject to wear, the corners

of the flat become rounded and the flat length tends to increase, forming a rounded flat.
Usually, it is very difficult to characterize the real shape of a rounded flat. In the

absence of real wheels’ profiles, rounded corner flats can be defined by Equation (4) as
proposed by [10].

x =

{
az2 ⇐ 0 ≤ z ≤ z1

d− 1
2r (z− z2)

2 ⇐ z1 ≤ z ≤ z2
(4)

Wheel flats can be modeled by transforming the wheel defect into an equivalent and
spaced rail defect, over which runs a perfect wheel. This approach has been used by several
authors such as [10,15,21,30].

To set up the equivalent rail/track defect, which corresponds to the wheel flat,
the Haversine function may be used. This function is expressed in Equation (5). In
this equation, z and x correspond respectively to the vertical and the longitudinal direction
of the track.

z =
d
2
(1− cos 2π

x
l
) (5)

2.4. Contact Model between the Wheel and the Rail

The interaction force between the wheel and the rail can be evaluated by contact
theory. The wheel–rail contact is characterized in the vertical direction by its high stiffness.
Pieringera et al. [16] studied the influence of contact modeling on simulated impact forces
due to wheel flats and concluded that 2D and Hertzian contact models give rather similar
results to the 3D model. In this study, to simulate the normal contact between two bodies
with no tangential forces at the contact area, the nonlinear Hertzian model was adopted.
The fundamental hypotheses of the Hertzian contact model were provided by [31,32].

The nonlinear contact load is given by Equation (6):

F =

{
CH(x− y− z)3/2 if x− y− z ≥ 0
0 if x− y− z ≤ 0

(6)

where x is the wheel vertical displacement; y, the rail displacement; z, the rail profile; CH,
the Hertzian stiffness.

The resolution of the contact problem involves controlling the penetration of the
wheel and the rail, through nonlinear global optimization methods, such as the penalty,
the method of Lagrange multipliers, or the augmented Lagrangian method, whose formu-
lations can be found in [33]. In this paper, the penalty method was used because, in general,
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the augmented Lagrangian method requires higher computational effort. Furthermore, the
penalty method is usually more robust.

3. Numerical Study
3.1. Track Characteristics

In this study, the model for the ballasted track was 90 m long and consisted of
150 sleepers with the spacing equal to 0.60 m. It was composed by 1954 elements defined
by 4813 nodes. The length of this model (L) was defined in order to avoid numeric wave
reflection, which can appear in models with an insufficient track length, as a consequence
of the finite dimension of the model.

The mechanical and geometrical properties of the track elements are presented in
Table 1. Since a Euler–Bernoulli formulation was applied, the results were independent of
the Poisson ratio.

Table 1. Geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the ballasted track components.

Component/Type of Element Parameter

rail UIC 60 E = 210 GPa; I = 3055 cm4

(beam ν = 0.3; At = 76.84 cm2

Euler–Bernoulli) mr = 60.34 kg/m

pad kp = 100 kN/mm
(spring and dashpot) cp = 12 kN/m2

sleeper e = 0.60 m
(punctual mass) m = 160 kg

ballast L = 2.5 m
and sub-ballast E = 130 MPa

(plane-stress element) ν = 0.3; Hb = Hsb = 0.30 m

foundation k f = 80 kN/mm2

(Winkler foundation) c f = 30 kN/m2

In this table, the parameters are: E, elasticity modulus; I, the moment of inertia of
the cross-section of the rail; ν, Poisson ratio; At, the area of the cross-section of the rail; mr,
the mass of the rail per meter; kp, the stiffness of the pad; cp, the damping of the pad; m,
sleepers’ mass; e, spacing between consecutive sleepers; hb, the thickness of the ballast
layer; hsb, the thickness of the sub-ballast layer; kf, the stiffness of the foundation; cf, the
damping of the foundation.

The two-dimensional model used for the slab system had a total length of 97.5 m, and
it was composed of 1954 elements defined by 4813 nodes. As the ballasted track model,
also the slab one considered the longitudinal symmetry of the structure.

In Table 2, the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the elements that com-
posed the slab system are presented. The stiffness and damping considered for the pads
corresponded to those adopted in high-speed rail lines in France, Italy, and the Madrid-
Barcelona line in Spain [34]. The parameter values corresponded to the Rheda 2000 system’s
characteristics. For the pads, two values for the vertical stiffness are presented. The first one
refers to the static stiffness of the pad, kp,est. The second value represents the dynamic stiff-
ness, kp,din. For the calculations, the dynamic stiffness was used. With respect to the values
of the sub-ballast, the ballast layers, and the foundation, the parameters corresponded to
those suggested by [35] for high-speed railway lines. The value of the foundation damping
was set based on the research works [15,36].

In Table 2, the parameters are: E, elasticity modulus; I, the moment of inertia; ν,
Poisson ratio; At, the transversal area of the rail; ρ, density; kp, the stiffness of the pad; cp,
the damping of the pad; m, sleepers’ mass; e, spacing between consecutive sleepers; h1,
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the thickness of the slab; h2, the thickness of the cement-treated base; L, the width of the
cement-treated base; kf, the stiffness of the foundation; cf, the damping of the foundation.

Table 2. Geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the slab track components.

Component/Type of Element Parameter

rail UIC 60 E = 210 GPa; I = 3055 cm4

(beam Euler ν = 0.3; At = 76.84 cm2

Bernoulli) mr = 60.34 kg/m

pad kp,est = 22.5 kN/mm
(spring and dashpot kp,din = 40 kN/mm

in parallel) cp = 8 kN/m
embedded sleeper m = 30 kg

(punctual mass) e = 0.65 m

slab E = 34 GPa; ν = 0.2
(plane-stress ρ = 25 kg/m3

8-node elements) h1 = 0.24 m

cement treated base E = 10 GPa; ν = 0.3
(plane-stress L = 2.5 m; ρ = 25 kg/m3

8-node elements) h2 = 0.30 m

foundation k f = 130 kN/mm2

(Winkler foundation) c f = 30 kN/m

3.2. Train Characteristics

In this study, the ICE 2 train was selected in the numerical calculations. One axle of
the quarter bogie model (Figure 4) was considered. The vehicle body and the secondary
suspension were neglected because they contributed to the complexity of the calculations
and were not relevant for the analysis of the contact forces. The ICE 2 mechanical param-
eters can be found in [37]. In the calculations, only a single defect was adopted in order
to understand the influence of a flat on the dynamic track behavior without having the
superposition of the effects.

3.0 m 3.0 m8.5 m

195/2 x 4 kN

Figure 4. Quarter bogie model: ICE 2 locomotive.

Furthermore, all calculations were performed with the nonlinear contact model be-
tween the wheel and the rail, because it was expected that the variation of the dynamic load
would be considerable. The considered contact stiffness was CH = 1.04× 1011 N/m2/3,
as indicated in the literature review.

In this paper, the track dynamic behavior was evaluated for a single newly formed
wheel flat with different depths introduced to one wheel of the vehicle. A newly formed
wheel flat was considered because, according to [13], fresh flats produce higher impact
loads on the track than rounded flats.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Ballasted Track

In Figure 5, the receptance of the ballasted track is shown.

0

1e-07

2e-07

3e-07

4e-07

5e-07

6e-07

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

R

(m
/
N
)

f(Hz)

Figure 5. Receptance of the ballasted track.

The resonance frequencies that were more relevant for the vertical dynamic behavior
of this ballasted track were 75, 230, and 1035 Hz, corresponding respectively to the ballast,
rail, and pin–pin deformation. By looking up the magnitude of the receptance values, the
flexibility of the track at the rail pad level was evident.

Regarding the effects of wheel flats on the ballasted track, the variation of the dynamic
load along the ballasted track due to a wheel flat with a 2 mm depth running at 300 km/h
is presented in Figure 6.

The variation of the dynamic load on the track due to the wheel flat obtained in this
numerical study was similar to that found by other authors, such as [12,38,39].

By Looking at this figure, during the movement of the wheel flat on the track, two
impact loads (I1 and I2) appeared in addition to the occurrence of a loss of contact between
the wheel and rail (Figure 6b).

At 300 km/h, the impact load I1 was 3.57-times the static load, and the second impact
force was 1.97-times that. The magnitude of these impact loads depends significantly on
the train speed and strongly influences the track degradation process.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the dynamic load amplification factor with the train
speed, for the cases of a perfect wheel and a wheel flat. The dynamic amplification factor
(DAF) is defined as the ratio between the dynamic and the static responses, and it is
normally used to illustrate the dynamic effect. There are some empirical mathematical
expressions that may estimate the DAF usually based on the vehicle speed and on the
track’s distributed irregularities. However, those expressions are limited, as they do not
consider the effect of isolated irregularities of the track or wheel defects such as the flats on
the dynamic response of the track. From Figure 7, the amplification factor increased almost
four times until 160 km/h; then, the factor was approximately constant up to a speed of
300 km/h; further, there was another increase of the amplification factor from speeds of
300 to 360 km/h. This trend has been observed in the bibliography.
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Figure 6. Variation of the dynamic load along the ballasted track due to a wheel flat running at
300 km/h (d = 2 mm). (a) Along the track; (b) detail.

In order to analyze the influence of the depth of the wheel flat on the magnitude of the
dynamic force on the track, wheel flats with depths from 0 to 2 mm at intervals of 0.5 mm
were analyzed. The flat length l depends on the flat depth d as shown in Equation (5). For
this calculations, a train speed of 360 km/h was considered, and the results are presented
in Table 3.

Table 3. Dynamic load on the ballasted track for different wheel flat depths (V = 360 km/h).

F d d d d d
(kN) 0 mm 0.5 mm 1.0 mm 1.5 mm 2.0 mm

Min. 91.7 23.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Max. 107.7 164.3 238.8 314.3 433.3

Min., minimum value; Max., maximum value; d, wheel flat depth.
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Perfect wheel
Wheel flat d = 2 mm

ad

Figure 7. Dynamic amplification factor for the dynamic load: perfect wheel vs. flat wheel (d = 2 mm),
ballasted track.

From Table 3, the maximum dynamic force increased with the depth of the flat. For
the ballasted track under consideration, there was a loss of contact between the wheel and
the rail for flat depths equal to and greater than 1.0 mm. Figure 8 presents the dynamic
amplification factor for the track vertical displacement function of the train speed.

Perfect wheel

Wheel flat d = 2 mm

Figure 8. Dynamic amplification factor for the rail vertical displacement: perfect wheel vs. flat wheel
(d = 2 mm), ballasted track.

The results in Figure 8 show that the maximum track displacement, over which a
wheel flat ran at a 2 mm depth, increased as expected with the vehicle speed, and for
speeds greater than 150 km/h, it was almost double the static displacement. In the case of
speeds greater than 80 km/h, the displacement was higher than 2 mm, the recommended
value for this type of track in normal operating conditions.

In Figure 9, the evolution of the dynamic amplification factor for the force on the
fastening system with the train speed is shown.
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Perfect wheel
Wheel flat d = 2 mm

Figure 9. Dynamic amplification factor for the force on the fastening system: perfect wheel vs. flat
wheel (d = 2 mm), ballasted track.

From the results, the force on the fastening system was approximately constant for
train speeds between 160 and 300 km/h, which shows that the fastening system was
absorbing the dynamic impacts. However, at 360 km/h, the force on the fastening system
was 44 % higher than that obtained with a perfect wheel.

3.3.2. Slab Track

Figure 10 shows the receptance of the slab track.

(m
/N
)

Figure 10. Receptance of the slab track.

From this figure, the most relevant frequencies of the slab track, associated with the
vertical deformation, were 167, 589, and 1373 Hz, higher values than those identified for the
ballasted track, which revealed that the slab track had greater inertia than the ballasted one.
Furthermore, the magnitude of those resonance frequencies was smaller when compared
to the values of the ballasted track, confirming the greater rigidity of the slab track.

By analyzing the effects of the wheel flats, the variation of the dynamic load along the
slab track due to a wheel flat with a 2 mm depth for the ICE 2 train was included in the
study in order to forecast the eventual dynamic behavior of a train at that speed. Vehicle
speeds of 25, 160, 220, 300, and 360 km/h are presented in Figure 11.The lower speed of
25 km/h was numerically tested for two main reasons: (i) to highlight the impact not only
of the wheel flat, but also of the vehicle speed; (ii) to contribute to the definition of a “safe
vehicle speed” in the case of the existence of wheel flats; this “safe speed” was not expected
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to induce severe dynamic contact loads on the track. The higher speed (360 km/h) was
unrealistic for the ICE 2 train, but it was included in the study in order to forecast the
eventual dynamic behavior of a train at that speed.

0
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(a)
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x (m)

V=300 km/h, d=2 mm
V=360 km/h, d=2 mm

(b)

Figure 11. Variation of the dynamic load along the slab track for various vehicle speeds due to a
wheel flat (d = 2 mm). (a) V = 25, 160, and 220 km/h; (b) V = 300 and 360 km/h.

Figure 11 shows that:

- The existence of a wheel flat with a 2 mm depth, for vehicle speeds higher than
25 km/h, led to loss of contact between the wheel and the rail immediately before and
after the occurrence of a high-impact load;

- The magnitudes of the impact loads I1 and I2, for the speed of 300 km/h, were
respectively 952.9 kN and 394.7 kN, which were 9.7- and 4.0-times the static load.

From this figure, the dynamic impact load on the track increased with the increase
of the vehicle speed; the position of the second impact load from the first impact load
increased with the increase of the vehicle speed.
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The obtained results showed also that the impact load due to a wheel flat with a 2 mm
depth was higher on the slab track than on the ballasted one (see Tables 3 and 4), because,
as is known, the overall track stiffness is higher in the case of a slab track than in the case
of a ballasted track, which contributes to the high wheel–rail impact load.

The evolution of the dynamic load amplification factor with the train speed is pre-
sented in Figure 12, for the cases of a perfect wheel and a flat wheel flat with a d = 2 mm
depth.

Perfect wheel
Wheel flat d = 2 mm

Figure 12. Dynamic amplification factor for the dynamic load: perfect wheel vs. flat wheel
(d = 2 mm), slab track.

By observing this figure, the dynamic load amplification factor was approximately
constant for speeds between 40 and 80 km/h, presenting a slight decrease for a vehicle
speed of 120 km/h. These results were similar to those obtained for ballasted tracks
by [8,12,40]: the wheel with a flat running at a relatively low speed (between 30 and
40 km/h) may induce higher dynamic loads on the track than those obtained at higher
train speeds. From 120 to 360 km/h, the dynamic load amplification factor increased
linearly at a high rate.

In this research, the influence of the flat depth on the dynamic response of the slab
track was also investigated. In Table 4, the dynamic load obtained for different flat depths
is indicated for a vehicle speed of 360 km/h. The peak load for a flat depth of 2 mm was
approximately four-times higher than that obtained with a flat depth of 0.5 mm. The results
also showed that on the slab track, there was a loss of contact between the wheel and the
rail when the depth of the flats exceeded 0.5 mm. For the ballasted track, this phenomena
only occurred for flat depths greater than 1 mm.

Table 4. Dynamic load on the slab track for different wheel flat depths (V = 360 km/h).

F d d d d d
(kN) 0 mm 0.5 mm 1.0 mm 1.5 mm 2.0 mm

Min. 89.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Max. 110.1 320.9 662.9 744.6 1239.0

Min., minimum value; Max., maximum value; d, wheel flat depth.

In Figure 13, the dynamic amplification factor for the rail vertical displacement versus
the train speed is displayed.
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Perfect wheel
Wheel flat d = 2 mm

Figure 13. Dynamic amplification factor for the (rail) vertical displacement: perfect wheel vs. flat
wheel (d = 2 mm), slab track.

From the Figure, the results showed that a speed of 40 km/h induced a higher
maximum track displacement for the wheel flat at a 2 mm depth.

The dynamic amplification factor for the force on the fastening system as a function of
the train speed is presented in Figure 14.

Perfect wheel
Wheel flat d = 2 mm

Figure 14. Dynamic amplification factor for the force on the fastening system: perfect wheel vs. flat
wheel (d = 2 mm), slab track.

From this figure, the maximum force on the fastening system also reached its maxi-
mum value for a speed of 40 km/h, which was the speed value that induced the maximum
track displacement of the rail. This phenomena was explained by the excitation frequencies.

3.3.3. Ballasted vs. Slab Track

Comparing the dynamic response of the two track systems due to wheel flats, it
appeared that for the same traffic conditions: (1) The dynamic force on the slab track was
higher than on the ballasted system; (2) The maximum vertical displacement was higher
on the ballasted track than on the slab system for vehicle speeds equal to or greater than
120 km/h; (3) The force on the fastening systems was higher on the slab track than on the
ballasted one due to the higher slab track stiffness, as shown by the receptance frequency
response of the two rail tracks.
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In conclusion, the higher overall stiffness and different frequency responses of the slab
track, in comparison to the the ballasted track, contributed to the higher wheel–rail impact
load. Thus, the effect of the wheel flats is relevant to the vehicle track dynamic behavior,
and for that reason, it should not be neglected either for ballasted tracks or slab systems,
especially for high-speed railway lines. Additional numerical studies and experimental
measurements should be performed in order to correlate the impact forces due to wheel
flats with the train speed and track stiffness to propose future regulations on the limit
values for wheel flats.

4. Conclusions

This paper presented a numerical analysis for a better understanding of the effects
of different geometrical configurations of wheel flats and the train speed on the dynamic
behavior of the classical ballasted track and the continuous slab track with punctual
fastening of the rail on the sleepers incorporated into the slab. The interaction model for the
coupled vehicle track system was defined in 2D, and it comprised the track and the vehicle
submodels and a nonlinear contact interaction model between the wheel and the rail.

The numerical simulation presented in this paper showed that (i) the existence of a
wheel flat with a 2 mm depth, for vehicle speeds higher than 25 km/h, led to a loss of
contact between the wheel and the rail immediately before and after the occurrence of a
high-impact load; (ii) the dynamic impact load on the track increased with the increase of
the vehicle speed; (iii) the position (distance) of the second impact load (I2), from the first
impact load (I1), increased with the increase of the vehicle speed; (iv) the magnitude of
the impact loads I1 and I2 depended significantly on the train speed and the overall track
stiffness; (v) for the same traffic conditions, the dynamic force was higher on the slab track
than on the ballasted system, while the the maximum vertical displacement was higher on
the ballasted track due to the system’s flexibility.
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